“The boyfriend”
“I met a Syrian guy (Jamal) first at a coffee meeting organized for the new residents by the new
integration housing project in my neighborhood in Amsterdam. This is a ´special´ building where
the aim is the integration of young people. About 80 status holder refugees and 80 Dutch students/
career starters live here together for about a year now. Everybody has his or her own small private
apartment; one refugee next to a Dutch neighbor. There were several meetings, dinners, parties
organized where everybody from the neighborhood has been invited to get to know the new
residents. Since I also work as a community builder at the housing project we kept contact with
Jamal. Couple of weeks later he introduced me to his boyfriend. The incident happened later during
the first official meal at the housing project in the same month in front of this building around the
table at a welcome dinner. I was sitting next to Jamal. He made a selfie to send it to his boyfriend. I
said: ´that is a nice picture to send to your boyfriend.´ As soon as I said it he looked at me really
mad. He was angry that I said: boyfriend, because only a few Dutch people know about his boyfriend.
In his culture and around the housing project he would keep it as a secret.
I felt ashamed, stupid, blocked. I wanted to rationalize it: like nobody heard it.
For me it is not a problem / issue that he is gay. I am not used to keep such things as a secret. I felt
how difficult it could be to live with a secret like this.”
Amsterdam, June 2018
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a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

THE NARRATOR

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

is a 50 years old Dutch woman.
She’s heterosexual and she has
a partner and children. She’s
also a Christian, but not that
religious. In this situation, she’s
a community builder.

is a 25 years old Syrian man.
He’s homosexual and has a
boyfriend. He’s also a Muslim,
but not that religious. In this
situation he is a resident of a
new
housing
project,
participant at the dinner table.

Things that reunite them are their social classes
(high) and educations (university). They both
have paid work as well as work position at the
housing project. Things that separate them are
their genders, sexualities, religions, status in the
situation.
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in front of this building around the table at a
welcome dinner. They were sitting with a lot of people
around a table.
Everybody was sitting really close to each other (no
private place). Proximity had a definite role in the
incident.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT
It was an official/casual dinner where the talks went more
personal.
The narrator is a ´public figure´ and also it is a dinner where
it does count Jamal´s position (personal/professional)
among the people. In the building there live a relatively big
group of Syrian refugee men. Jamal has a paid function in the
building as a social manager, so he has a higher status than
the other Syrian guys. Due to his work he is a connecting
person in between the Syrian and Dutch residents. He is in
good professional and personal relation with the narrator
and her colleagues.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
The narrator and Jamal sat next to each other in
the middle of a big group around a dinner table.
Around them there is a group of Dutch residents
from the housing project, Dutch people from the
neighborhood and a group of Syrian refugee men
also from the housing project.

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS
The narrator knew that Jamal had a boyfriend and he did
share that with a few other Dutch persons.
The narrator did not realize that Jamal belongs to more than
one social groups and he hides some of his identity elements.
She was not ready to be so flexible and did not understand
the context; about what can and cannot talk about openly.
First time when they met was a totally different context: with
only Dutch people and another gay Syrian person present.
There they were open about their sexual identity, it was not a
taboo, on the contrary: among those Dutch people they were
quite proud of their identity. Now the situation was totally
different. There were few of the same Dutch people also
present but many Syrian people as well. In this context his
sexual identity was a secret / taboo.
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Jamal gets mad at the narrator when she mentions loud that he has a
boyfriend at a social occasion.

The narrator deeply believes in values such as respect
towards each other, democracy, equality. For her the
acceptance of each other regardless gender, age, ethnic
background, sexual preference, religion or education is a basis
right.
It
seems
that
for
Jamal
it
is
more
contradictory/complicated to stand up for these values; at the
dinner table he seems to surrender to the Syrian group that does
not live by these same values.

Freedom of choice: The narrator respects the choice
of others. This is relevant in two ways: 1. She feels
frustrated that he is not allowed to stand up for his
choice openly. 2. She feels that she somehow was
disrespectful saying something openly that he
wanted to hide. ´I just did not want to “betray” his
secret.´

Being homosexual is normal / accepted: The narrator was raised
with a message from her mother that living with a different sexual
identity is totally okay (you are still our daughter whatever it is) but
you have to prepare for a more difficult life in society. She can openly
talk about her partner´s gender in the Dutch society. And so: she feels
like a regression that again she has to be ‘cautious’ about something
like this. It is a retrograde thing going back to the past and undo a
battle that has been already won.

Integration: means for the narrator we both change. Integration is
when most of the people feel accepted. She doesn´t believe that it is
possible to create a cultural mix that everybody fits. She believes that
it is important to take care of minorities, their values, sensitivities and
make efforts to try to find a good balance in between of those with
the values of the Dutch society.

Stand up for who you are in front of others: It is important,
but not any price. Narrator was not accustomed to such a
quick and extreme code shifting. Standing up for who you are
was never a life-threatening issue for the narrator.

Code shifting: Narrator thinks this is the main issue in this incident.
Because she always belonged to the majority she was not that
familiar with code shifting in between so different value systems. The
narrator has learned from the incident that there different levels of
code shifting. There are almost always parallel worlds. We’re not
entirely the same with grandma than with our friends, we don’t
necessarily wear the same clothes, speak the same language, do the
same things, and we spontaneously make the switching, this ‘code
shifting”. Which was here new to her: she was not ready to switch so
fast. His background was different from hers. It was a new experience
to face so close the fact that you must hide identity (sexual identity)
in a given context (that can be dangerous if it turns out). As someone
belonging to the majority narrator had no hands-on experience how
it could feel to belong to a minority group.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “JAMAL”

Jamal gets mad at the narrator when she mentions
loud that he has a boyfriend at a social occasion.

Being homosexual is normal / accepted: In
the Dutch context Jamal feels free to assume
his sexual orientation, he knows it is not a
stigmatized identity.

Code shifting: Jamal adjusts what he shows of his
identity according to the cultural environment. When he
hides part of his identity to maintain the relations with
the Syrian men, he surrenders the need for continuity to
the need of belonging. This means that he does not wish
to break from his culture of origin. At the same time with
members of the host society he communicates
according to their rules. Such a flexibility is referred to
as “code shifting”, and when it concerns elements of our
identity, it is “identity negotiation”.

Cultural awareness and adaptation: Jamal is aware that in his
country of origin (Syria) homosexuality is not accepted, it is a
taboo, it is considered as a sickness. The other Syrian men
around the table probably still have this representation of
homosexuality, even if in the long term this may change through
cultural adaptation in the Dutch context. He’s not trying to
actively change how these men see homosexuality, at least not
through direct confrontation.

Freedom of choice, individualism: He
believes that we have the right to reveal or
hide our identity but not others; “coming
out” is always a personal decision, to
decide to whom, when, how…

Value of manhood: His reaction might have something to do with
conflicting values about manhood. He seems to belonging to a
group of ´Syrian men´. But this group is partly Christian, partly
Muslim, and only partly heterosexual. There are many LGBTQ
people in this group but they are not totally open about their sexual
identity within the group. This is not a homogenous group. He
seems to belonging also to ´gay men´s group´ in the Dutch
society. It is again a ´code shifting´ regarding manhood: among
the Syrian men he follows their rules/ codes of masculinity when
among Dutch gay men his representation of manhood is different.

The case is a nice illustration about identity negotiation, how migrants sometimes need to decide between the ontological (continuity, what is
meaningful) and the pragmatic (relational: who we are with) function of identity. What is interesting, is that in this case, quite unusually Jamal’s identity
has more balance between the pragmatic and ontological function in the Dutch context, than in the Syrian, where he has to make a choice, and
surrenders ontological to pragmatic. It is usually the opposite: it is the new cultural context that forces people out of their “equilibrium”. The fact that
Jamal’s identity is more compatible with the Dutch culture than the Syrian means that he has more “cultural fit” with his new cultural environment than
the original. Even so, it is interesting to note that cutting threads with members of the culture of origin is not an option, these relationships are still
meaningful and important.
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